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Films have moments in which they have the ability to make us, without real-
izing it, completely shed the mechanisms (common sense, practical knowledge) by
which we define ourselves as humans. The power of film to significantly influ-
ence our everyday, practical knowledge is an interesting matter for consideration
in thinking about the ways in which sociology can be used to study society. How
do films exercise their “power of enlightenment ” ? This article examines the
“power of enlightenment” of the film “Freaks” (1932, directed by Todd Brown-
ing). “Freaks” is a masterpiece exploitation film that features a collection of
handicapped stars. Handicapped people back at that time were targets of discrimi-
nation and disdain, and were often stared at by others. This movie is no exception.
However, watching the movie today, I am surprised by the naturalness of the im-
ages that depict people who live with disabilities as “people,” and am touched
more by the ways the film portrays the vivaciousness of these people than by the
ways it portrays how they were discriminated against.
The film also depicts people who discriminate against, are repulsed by, and
are afraid of handicapped people. Their appearances are depicted very differently
in this film than they were in citizen enlightenment films, which tended to depict
them with excessively exaggerated and awkward features. This movie has the abil-
ity to change the handicapped categories that “Freaks” assigns to various people
and the power to frankly and candidly show the nature and forms of discrimina-
tion. This power that films hold can completely shake up and tear down the cate-
gories that we have here and now. Here and now, in the moment when we en-
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counter a film, what are we doing? What is the film doing to us? With these ques-
tions in mind, I examine the potential that the field of sociology has for under-
standing the social implications of film.
Key words : sociology of films, enlightenment, exploitation films, ethnomethodology
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